This lecture is based on common work with Marija Dimitrijević, Larisa Jonke, Frank Meyer, Lutz Möller, Efrossini Tsouchnika and Michael Wohlgenannt [1] .
The aim of this lecture is to clarify the concept of derivatives on quantum spaces [2] . These derivatives are an essential input for the construction of deformed field equations such as the deformed Klein-Gordon or Dirac equations [3] . These deformed field equations are in turn the starting point for field theories on quantum spaces.
For a given coordinate space there are in general many ways to define derivatives [4] . We shall try to develop a general concept of such derivatives into which all the different sets of derivatives fit and that allows us by adding additional requirementsusually based on symmetries -to reduce the number of possible derivatives.
Let me first remind you of the concept of deformed coordinate spaces (DCS) which we will use as quantum spaces. DCS are defined in terms of coordinatesx µ , µ = 1 . . . n and relations. Examples of such relations are 1. Canonical relations [5] [
for constant θ it leads to the socalled θ-deformed coordinate space (θ-DCS).
2. Lie-type relations [6] where the coordinates form a Lie algebra
C µν λ are the structure constants. Among these is the κ-deformed quantum space (κ-DCS) [7] .
3. Quantum group relations:
where the R-matrix defines a quantum group [8] . These are the q-deformed spaces (q-DCS). The DCS is the algebraÂx, this is the factor space of the algebra freely generated by the elementsx µ divided by the ideal generated by the relations [9] . We not only consider polynomials inÂx but formal power series as well.
In short all polynomials of the coordinatesx µ that can be transformed into each other by using the relations are linearly dependent.
For the examples listed it can be shown that the dimensions of the vector spaces of polynomials with given degree are the same as for commuting coordinates. This is the socalled Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt property [10] .
Derivatives are maps of the DCS∂ :Âx →Âx.
They are usually defined by maps on the coordinates, and therefore on the free algebra defined by them. To define a map on the factor space DCS, derivatives have to be consistent with the relations defining the DCS. They also should lead to a Leibniz rule.
A very general ansatz for the action of a derivative on the coordinates is:
The coefficients A νρ 1 ...ρ j µ are complex numbers. They have to be chosen such that (5) is consistent with the relations. Having found such coefficients a Leibniz rule can be derived because∂ µ (fĝ) can be computed from (5),f andĝ are elements ofÂx.
Maps can also be defined on the set of derivatives:
The matrix E depends on the derivatives∂ only, not on the coordinates. Because the derivatives∂ are maps on DCS the new derivatives will be as well.
If E is invertible and if the matrix E starts with the Kronecker symbol as derivativeindependent term we obtain from (6) again derivatives in the sense of (5). All derivatives satisfying the consistency condition that have been found up to now are related by such transformations.
We shall discuss the θ-DCS here, this is the simplest case. The relations (1) are consistent with
A short calculation shows:
This is sufficient to prove consistency. Equation (7) leads to the Leibniz rule by applying (7) to the product of the two functionsfĝ
A short calculation shows that
is compatible with the relations (7). We can assume that the derivatives commute and define an algebra that way. The Leibniz rule (9) can be algebraically formulated as a comultiplication:
It is compatible with the Lie algebra (10):
and it is coassociative. Thus, (10) and (11) define a bialgebra, the q-deformed bialgebra of translations in the θ-DCS.
Other sets of derivatives can be obtained from∂ µ by a transformation (6) . In general such derivatives will not have defining relations that are linear in∂ such as (7). They will also have more complicated comultiplication rules. Thus the definition (7) singles out a specific type of derivatives. Moreover they will transform linearly under a θ-deformed orthogonal or Lorentz group. We shall now show that.
A deformed orthogonal group or a deformed Lorentz group will be a deformation of the transformations
where ω ν ρ are the parameters of the infinitesimal orthogonal or Lorentz transformations. The corresponding Lie algebra satisfies:
The map (13) can be obtained from a differential operator (angular momentum)
This concept can be lifted to the θ-DCS.
This result was first obtained in [11] . For θ = 0 (16) agrees with the undeformed equation (13). In (16) coordinates transform into derivatives. The additional terms are needed to make the deformed Lorentz transformation compatible with the relation (1). The mapδ ω is really a map onÂx. This can be shown in a short calculation, applying (16) to the relations (1). We find
Analagous to (15) the transformation (16) can be generated by a differential operator
This allows us to calculate the transformations of the derivatives:
and the algebraic relations ofδ ω :
Thatδ ω is a map onÂx follows from the fact that∂ andx are. The comultiplication can be calculated by applying (18) to the product of two functionsfĝ. We find:
This result has recently been obtained by M. Chaichian et al. in [12] . This coproduct is coassociative becauseδ ωfĝĥ is associative:
The Lorentz algebra by itself does not form a bialgebra. Derivatives appear in the comultiplication rule (21). We can, however, interpret (21) as a comultiplication rule for the Poincaré algebra (translation included).
Then (10), (19) and (20) define an algebra, the θ-deformed Poincaré algebra with the comultiplication (11) and (21). We have obtained the θ-deformed Poincaré bialgebra. The algebra relations are the same as for the undeformed Poincaré algebra, the comultiplication is deformed.
θ-deformed Poincaré bialgebra:
That the algebraic relations and the comultiplication rules are compatible can be verified directly.
On our way to a field theory we have to define fields. They are elements ofÂx with certain transformation properties. For a scalar fieldφ we define:
The translation is parametrized by the constant vector ξ µ and the Lorentz transformation is defined by the differential operator (18). This characterizesφ as a scalar density.
The derivative of a scalar field transforms like:
andδ
This is the transformation law of a vector field:
For a tensor or spinor field we define the transformation law as follows:
where M ρB µA is a representation of the undeformed Lorentz agebra. It satisfies
where η µν is the metric depending on the algebra, Kronecker symbol for SO(n) or Minkowski metric for SO(1, n − 1). It is easy to see that the transformations (29) represent the algebra (23). For the bialgebra we have to specify the comultiplication. For the translations comultiplication is straightforward:
For the Lorentz transformations we have to use the comultiplication (24). We obtain: 
whereψ transforms like a spinor and the γ's are the usual γ matrices. Invariant Lagrangian with interaction terms can be constructed with the above tensor calculus for tensor and spinor fields.
